and "Krasnoyarsk regional fund to support scientific and technical activities» .
Research and analysis of the possibilities of advertisement are carried out primarily in scientific modeling of the very advertising activities, numerous forms and methods of influence on a specific form of social behavior, which is consumer behavior. Empirical and scientific advertising concepts, that have applied nature, find an expression in the professional advertising, media and subjects of social and cultural activities. In our study, we will use our own definition of advertisement as the basic one:
"Advertisement is the driving force behind the controversial process of creating, maintaining and changing the basic ideals of culture, when mass communication mechanisms are used to model consumer behavior, in dialectical interaction of self-organization of cultural forms and external factors of cultural development" [Nozdrenko, 2006] .
Cultural and leisure activities as one of the fundamental components of proper society functioning
Given the fact that setting the objectives of cultural and leisure activities is related to the organization of leisure for socially important purposes, it is necessary to carry out professional work on the formation of the current demand for On the other hand, the consumer is individual, and therefore is influenced by a number of internal, psychological factors. Internal, psychological factors are viewed as a process of consumer reaction to external stimuli [Aleshina] . Let us consider these factors in relation to the problems of our study. Another aspect of education is that if new information on cultural and leisure services cannot match previous experience, it will be understood superficially. Such education is less effective than thoughtful learning, since it is unlikely that it will be fixed in the memory for a long time.
We must also identify the following important principles to be followed during the organization of education in the process of promoting cultural and leisure services by means of advertisement.
They include:
• admitting the fact that the consumer In terms of advertising practices and capabilities of information technology, to achieve this condition one should use the virtual presence technologies in social and cultural services. These strategies can be realized on the site of a cultural and leisure centre or via online resource dedicated to specific cultural and leisure services, as well as via social networking and user-friendly blogs, etc.
• keeping in mind the fact that when learning focuses on problem solving, solutions must come from the consumer, rather than 
